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INFORMATION ACT (FOIA) REQUEST DATE

- JUN 2 91993
DOCKET NUMBER (S) ftf appieceue)

REQUESTE R

Mary Elizabeth Lampert
PART l.-AGENCY RECORDS RELEASED OR NOT LOCATED (See checAed boxes)

No agency records subject to the request have been located.

No additional agency records subject to the request have been located.

Requested records are available through another public distribution program. See Comments section,
,

Agency records subject to the request that are identified in Appendix (es) are already available for public inspection and copying at the
NRC Public Document Room,2120 L Street, N.W., Washington, DC.

y Agency records subject to the request that are identified in Appendix (es) H are being made available for public inspection and copying
at the NRC Public Document Room,2120 L Street, N.W., Washington, DC, in a folder under this FOI A number, j

The nonproprietary version of the proposal (s) that you agreed to accept in a telephone conversation with a member of my staff is now being made available
for public inspection and copying at the NRC Public Document Room,2120 L Street, N.W., Washington, DC, in a folder under this FOI A number.

Apncy records subject to the request that are identified in Appendix (es) may be inspected and copied at the NRC Local Public Document
Room identified in the Comments section.
Enclosed is information on how you may obtain access to and the charges for copying records located at the NRC Public Document Room,2120 L Street,
N.W., Washington, DC.

X Agency records subject to the request are enclosed.*

Records subject to the request have been referred to another Federal agency (ies) for review and direct response to you.

Fees

You will be billed by the NRC for fees totaling $

.

You will receive a refund from the N RC in the amount of $ j

in view of NRC's response to this request, no further action is being taken on appeal letter dated , N o. j
i

PART 11. A-INFORMATION WITHHELD FROM PUBLIC DISCLOSURE j

Certain information in the requested records is being withheld from public disclosure pursuant to the exemptions described in and for the reasons stared

y in Part 11,8, C, and D. Any released portions of the documents for which only part of the record is being withheld are being made available for public
inspection and copying in the NRC Public Document Room,2120 L Street, N.W., Washington, DC in a folder under this FOI A number, -)

!

COMMENTS |
l

* Agency records subject to your F0IA request that are identified on the enclosed
Appendix H are enclosed.

This completes NRC's action on your request. j
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PotA t#Undesms) DATE

RESPONSE TO FREEDOM OF
INFORMATION ACT (FOlA) REQUEST FOIA - 93-92

(CONTINUATION) M 2 91993
| PART al.8- APPLICABLE EXEMPTIONS

Records subject to the request that are desefibed in the enclosed Appendix (es) I are being withheld in their entirety or in part under the
Exemption No.(s) and for the reason (s) given below pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552(b) and 10 CFR 9.17(a) of NRC regulations.

I 1. The withheld informaban is property clas sfied pursuant to Executive Order. (Exemption 1)

2. The wethheld informahon relatos solely to the anternel personnel rules and procedures of NRC. (Exemption 21

| 3 c The withheld mtormation is trecAcally exempted from pubhc disclosure by statute indicated,(Exemptiort 3)

Sections 141 145 of the Atomic Energy Act, which prohibits the disclosure of Restricted Data or Formerly Restricted Data (42 U.S.C. 21612165L 1

Section 147 of the Atomic Energy Act, which prohibits the disclosure of Unclassified Safeguards information (42 U.S.C. 2167L

4. The wrthheld infoemation is a trade secret or commercial or fmancial mformation that is being withheld for the reasonis) indicated. (Exemption 4)

X The information 6e considered to be confidential busmess fpropa eiaryl information.

The information is cons <fered to be proprietary mformat on pursuant to 10 CFR 2 790tdH1).

The mfoemation was submetted and received m conf 4ence pursuant to 10 CFR 2.790(dH2)

[ The hthheld mformateon consists of mtNagency or miraagency records that are not avaelable through descovery durnq htigation (Exemption 5). Apphcable Privilege:

Debberetnre Process. Disclosure of predecisional mformenon would tend to mhsbit the open and frank exchange of ideas essential to the delibeestive process
Where records are withheld m their enbrety, the f acts are mestricably intertweed with the predecisional mformation. There also are no reasonably segregable f actual
portions because the release of the f acts would permet an mdirect inquiry mto the predecisional process of the agency.

Attorney work product privilege (Documents prepared by an attorrey in contemplat.on of htigabon i

Attorney chent privilege. (Confidential commumcations t>etween an attomey and his/her chent.)

8. The withheki mformation is essmpted from pubhc disclosure because ris d sclosure would result m e clearly unwarranted mvasion of personal privacy (Exemption 61
,

7. The withheld triformation consists of records compiled for law enforcement purposes and is being withheld for the reason (s) mdecated (Exemption 7)

Disclosure could reasonably be espected to interfere with so enforcement proceeding because it could reveal the scope, direction, and focus of
enforcement efforts, and thus could possibly allow recipients to take action to shield potential wrongioing or a violation of NRC requ:rements
from investigators. (Exemption 7 (A)I

Disclosure would constituta en unwarranted mverson of personal privacy. (Emernption 7(C))

The mformaton consists of names of mdeviduals and other information the disclosuie of which Could reasonably be eaoccted to revealidentities of*

conhdential sources. (Enemption 7 (D))

OTHER

| PART tt. C-DENYlNG OFFICIALS

Pursuant to 10 CFR 9 25tb) and/or 9 25(c) of the U S. Nuclear Reguletory Commisuon regulations, it has been determined that the information withheid is exempt from pro
ducten or disclosure, and that als production or disclosure is contrary to the pubhc interest The persons responsible for the demal are those offscials identified below as denying
officials and the Director. Divisien of Freedom of Informat;on and Pubbcations Servicet Of tce of Administration, for any den:als that may be appealed to the Executive Director
for Operat.ons IEDol

| DENylNG OFFICIAL TITLE / OFFICE RECOFIDS DENIED APPELLATE OFFICIAL

Director, Office Of Nuclear em ucarte c

IOr,ThomasE.Murley Appendix 1 X
Reactor _Resulation:

-

L

|__ PART 11. D- APPEAL RIGHTS

The denial by each denying official identified in Part II.C may be appealed to the Appellate Official klentified there. Any such appeal must be made in writing within 30 days of receipt
of this response. Appeals must be addressed as appropriate to the Emr~Hvo Director for Operations. to the Secretary of the Commission or to the Inspector General, U.S. Nuclest
Regulatory Commiscon, Washington, DC 20565. and should clearly state on .. , r*oe and in the letter that it is en " Appeal from an initial FOI A Decision."

NRC FORM 464 (Part 2) (190 U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMfSSION

,
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Re: FOIA-93-92
!

APPENDIX H ;

DOCUMENTS BEING PLACED IN THE PDR

NUMBER DATE DESCRIPTION

1. 12/10/90 Letter from Davis to NRC (1 page)
l

2. 01/08/93 Letter from Martin to Ott with
enclosures (29 pages)

3. 06/16/93 Letter from Eaton to Hill (3 pages)
1
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APPENDIX I
DOCUMENTS BEING WITHiiELD IN THEIR ENTIRETY

NUMBER DATE DESCRIPTION

1. 10/1990 GE Nuclear Energy - Publication No.
NEDC-31852P - Pilgrim Nuclear Power
Station, SAFER /GESTR-LOCA Loss-of-
Coolant Accident Analysis (140 pages)
Exemption 4

.
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Duxbury Nuclear Advisory Committee
Duxbury, Massachusetts 02332

ffE1D0ht 0F INFORMATIONFebruary 5, 1993 g

( O Z /q - 9 .5 - n
Secretary Samuel Chilk kE4 'cy'c) _/(,._.pJ
Nuclear regulatory Commission
16 G 15
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Secretary Chilk:

Last Wednesday evening, February 3, 1993, Mr. Hehl and

other representatives of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission met with concerned citizens on a current safety
issue the faulty reactor vessel water level instrumentation.
They were asked a question and recommended a formal written
FOIA request would be the appropriate vehicle to obtain the
information.

I, Mary Elizabeth lampert, as Chairman of the Duxbury
Nuclear Advisory Committee, under the Freedom of Information
Act 5 USC sec. 552 request all the material.s (including all
calculations and quantifications) used by and presented to
the NRC staff upon which they, ...also independently"

reviewed the bases for BECO's operability determination, and
agreed with its conclusion." (NRC Report, Docket No. 92-23,
December 1992, page 17). I also request notification of any
information which may be exempted from the above request. I

am not waving my right to appeal any and all exemptions. I

also deem this information is in the public interest and is
to the benefit of public health and safety. Therefore, I

request the NRC waive any and all fees.
|

Thanking you for your prompt response, I am sincerely,

c- .s

AA ct e tt4 [ } t j R ' < [i | O ') T [(-
I i

Mary Elizabeth Lampert
148 Washington Street
Duxbury, Massachusetts 02332

foianrc2.93 s

() k -

_ ___ -
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Duxbury Nuclear Advisory Committee
February 5, 1993

Secretary Samuel chilk
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
16 G 15
Washington, DC 20555

Re: COMMENTS AND QUESTIONS REMAINING AFTER NRC PUBLIC
MEETING HELD AT PLYMOUTH, MASS (FEBRUARY 3, 1993)

Dear Secretary Chilk:

Last Wednesday evening, February 3, 1993, Mr. Ilehl and

other representatives of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission met with concerned members of the public regarding

'

a current safety issue:

Faulty Reactor Vessel Water Level Instrumentation*

A second safety issue was also addressed at the meeting: _

Faulty Motor Operated Valves*

We greatly appreciated the opportunity furthur to understand '

these issues. To this end, we ask the NRC to answer promptly
each of the attached questions.

To insure that there is no misunderstanding of the
question or answer, we.a'sk that each question be answered in
the format presented; if the NRC staff feels that furthur
explanation is required, this can be noted in the format
provided.

Furthur, you will note a formal FOIA request is
also attached. This format was suggested at the meeting as
the appropriate vehicle to obtain the information requested.

Comments

On August 31, 1992 Thomas T Martin and other
representatives of the NRC came to Plymouth to discuss the
Water Level Instrumentation. This meeting was held in such a
manner to encourage public confidence in.the NRC as

1

" regulators".

9 30 Mo o }2- C
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In contrast, the February 3, 1993 meeting was held and
conducted by Mr. Hehl in such a way to discouraga any
confidence in the NRC as regulators and to encourage the old
perception of the NRC as mere " promoters" of industry. It
was very clear that the staff had been "well- rehearsed"
and automatically responded to questions with a memorized
" script". They were actors giving a very poor performance.
Please make special note of one bright light, Ashok Thadani,
who both in the August and February meeting " broke from
script" and replied with intelligence and honesty. A pity he
was the only NRC representative displayinq either quality.

You should also be aware that the public not only
didn't appreciate the " medium"; we didn't appreciate the
" message".

Regarding Water level Instrumentation, Pilgrim has
demonstrated over and over again that it has this problem. It
is not " hypothetical" (like some other BWORG's) nor'is it
" minor" and " fixed" like NU's Millstone Plant. In August, we
were promised the research would be completed by fall (1992)
and we could look forward to a "fix" in this up-coming
outage, spring 1993. As a result of a so-called " secret
meeting" between Chairman Selin and the BWORG, an apparent i

deal was cut. The time table was pushed forward to a i

promised resolution at Pilgrim in spring 1995. |

'

Regarding Motor Operated Valves, Pilgrim has
demonstrated over the years difficulty with valves. The NRC
found 20% of those tested in a " generic" study defective.
Ashok Thadani at the Plyhouth meeting last Wednesday
acknowledged that the motor operated valves were a greater '

|

safety concern than the condensate pot. To allow the industry
5 years to study the problem is unacceptable.

These problems compound one another. I have an antique
house which is constantly cracking, leaking or demonstrating
some other challenge. Money has to be spent, maintenance
performed regularly to keep this "Old House" in working
order. The same is true for Pilgrim's "Old House"-- and for
the other " antique plants" or " dinosaurs" as they have come
to be known by the public. TLC. You do not address these
issues by " cutting deals", redefining regulations, providing
waivers to enable the Utility to "save a buck" at the expense
of public safety and confidence. This certainly is a short-
sighted approach and'should tell you why the public is
not supportive of nuclear power. Furthur, this approach is
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clearly unsuited to the philosophy and " Hope" of the'new
Clinton Administration.

I look forward to a timely response to.the' attached
questions and FOIA. We, as a Committee, look forward to-the
NRC coming'back to Plymouth in July or August'1993 to update
us on your findings. Please do not repeat last Wednesdays
performance and, as in August 1992, send back your "first
string".

Sincerely,

M hi h:2 O b hm
Mary Elizabeth Lampert
Chairman

.

1

I

Please make copies for each Commissioner, Willian Taylor,
T.T. Martin, David Williams (IG) and Mr. Thadani.

1

-

|
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Duxbury Nuclear Advisory Committee
February 6, 1993

RE: QUESTIONS REGARDING WATER LEVEL INSTRUMENTION AND MOTOR
OPERATED VALVES AT THE PILGRIM NUCLEAR POWER STATION i

I

SQHE ISSUES QE CONCERN

1. Operability of condensate pot

2. Redundant water level instrumentation

3. Water injection systems
1

4. Timing of remedial action

" OPERABILITY"

QUESTIONS BASED ON MOST RECENT NRC REPORT (Docket No. 50-293)
dated December 1992; Subject: Pilgrim Inspection 92-23

Section 8.0--8.i.5 of the report, entitled Reactor Water
Level Instrumentation Spiking, included the following:

I. Qn October 23-24, 1992 during depressurization at i

iapproximately 350 psig spiking occurred. The

" spiking observed during the October 24 depressurization
~

lwas similar to that experienced during recent reactor
shutdowns. Although the goikina beaan at lower
pressures and was initial 1Y Rf lesser amplitude, the
signature of the 4 piker recording traces was essentially
identical to the previous occurrences." (8.1.3 Midcycle
Outage Reactor Shutdown and Depressurization, page 15).

"Past corrective actions to improve condensate chamber
and steam drain line performance by addressing
thermodynamic performance apoeared in he minimally
Affs tive." (Id., pg. 15)

QUESTIONS:

1. Based on this, is it fair to say that, during the
'

October 23-24 shutdown, the condensate . pot did not accurately
measure the suter level in the reactor?

,

|

Yes No See Explanation )
I

1

.

.
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Is it fair to say that the " spiking" seen in2.
October 23-24 shutdown was different from what was seen in
previous shutdowns both in terms of the pressure at which it
began and in amplitude, and similar to other occassions in
that the condensate pot did not function adequately.

Yes No See Explanation__.

Is it fair to say that the so-called " corrective3.
actions" taken by BEco before October 23, 1992 did little or
nothing to eliminate the " spiking" problem?

Yes No See Explanation

II. On November 20, DEC_Q presented a Etatus recort 19 the
HEC. The report summarized data from the October 24
shutdown, when spiking occurred. ,

'

s

" The Issue Team (BECO) found that instrumentation !

response during reactor depressurization Wan ponsistent |

with recent shutdowns, and the characteristic spiking
signature was repeatable. Spiking observed during the
October 24, 1992 shutdown was bounded by previous
operability analyses which assumed the presence ofTherefore,noncondensible gases in the reference legs.
the _ licensee _ concluded that the level instrumentationrepained operable throughout the October 24th shutdown"
(8.1.5 Issue Status (Operability Determination
Following October 24, 1992 Shutdown)), pg. 16)

&
"The BECO Issue Team concluded that the levelinstrumentation resconse during recent Pilarin shutdowns
was consistent with the noncondensible gag _ theoriesBWROG, And WASpresented 19 the HRC staf f by the .a_._

nimilarly consistent yith ihn theories develooed by the
licensee _ contracted soecialist...The Issue Team alsoconcluded that the instrumentation spiking observed at
Pilgrim would not affect either the limiting FSAR
transient and accident analysis or the operability
evaluations and conclusions of the plant-specific safety
assessment (as well as the BWROG generic safety,

*

assessment) in response to NRC Generic letter 92-04."

"The HER ataff also independently reviewed _the bases isr
BECO's ooerability determination. add agreed with its
conclusion." (pg. 17)

2
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QUESTIONS: |

1. Given the undisputed underlying fact, that the
condensate pot didn't give accurate readings, and that the
extent to which the readings are inaccurate varies from event
to event, what is the basis for saying that the "instrumen-
tation response ... was consistent"? The only thing that
seems consistent is that it was wrong!

Please explain

2. For example, the amount of " spiking has varied
considerably both between the "A" and "B" legs and at
different times. Soikina DD March 21, 1992, reported in the
NRC Report, May 27, 1992, No. 50-293/92-04) stated ,"...on

the "B" reference leg instrumentation experiencedMarch 26..
a spike of positive ninetqan inches (from +29 to +48
inches); and, the spikin9 2D october 2L, IMZ as reported in
NRC report Docket No 50-293.., stated the "B" reference leg

instrumentation spiked 22 inches (from 21 inches to 51
inches; and the A was at a ,different number at each
occassion.**

i

At the February 3, 1993 meeting Mr. Mcdonald (NRC l

Resident Inspector) showed a slide that effectively' stated
low pressure spikes became less predictable, " Low pressure
spikes were more irregular and remained present longer".
However, the next line on the slide read,'" Instrument
behavior was predictable and repeatable".

A. I also hear the NRC has agreed with Pilgrim that
the maximum error is 1(<1nches. How can this be?

Please Explain

B. To furthur complicate matters I understand BECO
used the same consultants as NU and their error was 37 feet.

Please explain all these apparent inconsistencies.

3. Is it really fair for BECo to say, and for the "NRC
staff independently (to) agree", that because you know

-

there's a problem, it becomes a non-problen simply because-

it's always a problem? If you follow this reasoning, the
real problem would be if the water level gauge now gave an
accurate measurement.

Please explain

3
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4. How does the NRC define " operability". This all

might make some sense if the " error" in the condensate pot
readings were always the same. For example, if the fuel
gauge in my car always reads 1/4 tank higher than actual, I
know how to adjust. But it makes no sense if both the
pressure which the error occurs and the magnitude of the
error vary-if all I know about my fuel gauge-is that it's
wrong, but I don't know when or by how much, I'm likely to
spend a lot of time walking to a gas station.

Please explain

5. On October 30, 1992, T. T. Martin advised the
Duxbury Nuclear Affairs Committee that several NRC
regulations "would require a reactor shutdown if the reactor
vessel water level instrumentation were inoperable." Is this
still true? In making this statement, what meaning did the
NRC attribute to the word " inoperable?"

State criteria -

''

III. gansas "Scikina"---Confiauration Reference Lecs i Leaks;

The NRC report also said

. . . the licensee concluded that the primary cause of"

level spikina was noncondensible gases coming out of
solution during reactor depressurization."

and that

"the volume of no6c'ondensible gases present within the
reference legs is significantly influenced by reference
leg configuration and by the presence of very small
leaks in the reference legs and components. These
relatively minor reference leg fitting leaks provide a
slow and persistent flow which causes the gases to
migrate down the reference legs." (8.1.4. Corrective
Actions)

QUESTIONS:

1. This report gives two principal causes for the''

problem - the configuration of the reference leg and leaks.
Do you know whether these are the only causes?a.

Yes No See Explanation

4
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b. Do you know to which, if either, is the major cause?

Yes No See Explanation-

c. What is being done to fix

(1) the leaks
(ii) the reference leg configuration,

'|and WHEN?

2. We've been told the " Condensate Pot" is a generic 3

problem. |

What reports has the NRC received of "very smalla.
leaks" (similar to those described by BECO) at other BNR
plants, and to what extent have have these other plants had
"spikinga problems similar to those endemic at Pilgrim? !

b. Ns the configuration of the reference leg at other _

BWR plants the same as that at Pilgrim,'and to what extent
have any plants having such reference legs had " spiking" i

problems?

What " corrective" actions have be'en taken at anyc.
other plant, and when?

3. On what basis <H1d the " licensee", i.e., BECo,
conclude that "the primary cause of level spiking was
noncondensible gases coming out of solution during 'cause to
depressurisation"? Did the licensee attribute this
any particular defect?

Please Explain

4. The NRC Report, May 27, 1992 (No. 50-293/92-
04), reporting on the March 26, 1992 spiking often cited Tech

However, the NRC Report-(Docket No. 50-293/92-23). Specs.dated' December, 1992, reporting on the October 23-24 spiking,
'

stated, "NRC inspection...have identified no violations of
Pilgrim license conditions." Why the discrepancy?

Please Explain

q

00
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REDUNDANT WATER LEVEL INSTRUMENTATION

BECO has stated that there are 15 or so other gauges which
can be used to determine water level. This leads me to a
number of questions, directed largely to determining the
extent to which these "other gauges" really do what the
condensate pot is supposed to do.

QUESTIONS:

1. Exactly what is the condensate pot supposed to
measure and under what circumstances?

Please Explain

Is there any other particular instrumentation that2.
precisely replicates what the condensate pot is supposed to
do?

y-

Yes - ' No See Explanation
.

3. If so, what is it ?

Please Explain

If not, what other instrumentation, if any, approximates4.
redundancy? What are the primary purposes of that
instrumentation?

Please Explain W

To the extent that other instrumentation is supposed to5.
give an indication of " anomalous" condensate pot readings,
please explain how that other instrumentation shows that the

Precisely can (orcondensate pot reading is " anomalous".
should) an operator do to determine the actual water level in
the reactor?" What is the potential for error or
inconsistency?

Please Explain'
'

i

s |.

6
|
I

|

|
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6. How long does it take for an operator to " read" the
condensate pot measurement? In contrast, how long would it
take.for an operator to " read" the 15 other instruments and,
from them, determine that the condensate pot measurement was
"anomolous?"

Please Explain

7. If the operators are required to read a' lot of ,

"information" and make calculations, what-does this
allocation of time mean in terms of their attention to other
expected duties? What are they not able to do?,

~'

Please Explain

The operators were not adequately trained to " read" the8.
other instrumentation. Please up-date us on the status of !

their training
~ j

Y
.

9. To re-cap, is the other " instrumentation" truly j|
redundant? And, most importantly and remembering that the '

reactor would have to be shut down if the condenste pot were.

" inoperable", do the other systems combined or individually
really replicate what the condensate pot 1.s intended to do?l~

! Please Explain

f.

r
i

..

44

/

a.

**

7

|
1
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WATER INJECTION SYSTEMS

I. We understand that, in the past, both the High Pressure
Injection System (HPCI) and it's back-up system RICI
experienced problems at Pilgrim.

QUESTIONS

1. What is the current status of these two systems?

Please Explain

2. When is the last time there was a problem with either?

3. Is either system intended to operate, automatically,
in response to the sensed water level in the reactor? If so,

(1) How do the systems compensate for inaccurate
readings from the condensate pot?

Please Explain __

(ii) Does " spiking" have the effect of preventina
oither system from operating?

Yes No See Explantion

f

II. We also understand that Low Pressure Injection System
(LPCI) kicks-in about at the point where the condensate pot
starts giving troubles.

QUESTIONS:

1. Would you also explain this, including what LPIS is
supposed to do, the extent to which there has ever been a
problem with it, and the extent (if any) to which_its
operation relates to measured water levels in the reactor.

Please Explain

I
l
1

8 \
\

|

|

I
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2. In particular, can inaccurate readings from the i

condensate pot prevent LPCI from " kicking-in" to provide core
coolant or effect LPCI in any other way?

Please explain

111. MOV's

Questions
I

1. With respect to Motor Operated Valves (MOV's), has
Pilgrim and the NRC determined that all ECCS will function i

under design conditions? -

Yes No See Explanation
|

2. Has Pilgrim performed an operability determination
which clearly demonstrates that all of these MOV's will
operate under design or accident conditions?

Yes No See Explanation

3. Is it true Pilgrim has experienced a few losses of
offsite power during the past few years.

Yes No See Explanation
/'

4. What will happen if Pilgrim loses offsite power and
their onsite power also fails.

Please Explain

5. Is it fair to say that this event is probable?

Yes No See Explanation

6. Has Pilgrim demonstrated that they can maintain the
plant in a safe condition should this event occur?

Yes No See Explanation
I
|

9 I

1
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7. Is it true the NRC issued a Generic Letter (89-10)
informing all licensees that nearly 20% of the motor
operated valves (MOV's) are not expected to perform properly
when required; and, this was based upon testing by NRC staff

Yes No See Explanation

8. Is it also true, the letter required each licensee to
develop a plan and in the next 5 years, demonstrate the I

operability of all safety related MOV's.

Yes No See Explanation

.) i

A. What specific steps have the NRC and Pilgrim taken
-to demonstrate that these emergency cooling systems will
operate under accident conditions?

Please Explain

B. Why has the NRC allowed utilitie's 5 years for this
very significant problem before they have to demonstrate
operability? This appears to be in conflict with NRC

,

Regulations. _ ;

f
Please Explain

C. Has Pilgrim performed an operability determination
'

as required.by GL 91-18 for all MOV's

Yes No See Explanation

.

D. If Pilgrim has not performed an operability
determination as required by GL 91-18 for all MOV's, Why?

Please Explain

10
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" TIMING"

1. What is the time schedule for resolving the water level
instrumentation issue at Pilgrim?

1

Please Explain |
-l

2. When is testing to be completed? I

Please Explain |
|

3. When are proposed modifications supposed to be reported
to the NRC for its review?

Please Explain

4. By what date are the problems supposed to be fixed? I

l

Please Explain I

|

S. Will the NRC take any action if they are't fixed on time?

Please Explain

-

/'
6. I am curious as to when this level spiking was first
discovered by Pilgrim and when it was reported to the NRC.
The water level instrumentation issue has been around a long
time; and Pilgrim seems to be the " leader" in the field by
having had the most problems with this device.

Please Explain

7. Is it fair to say, according to regulation, the
condensate pot would be considered a " defect"?-

Yes No See Explanation

11
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f 4

8. Is it true defects are supposed to be promptly reported
to the NRC in accordance with 10CFR Part 21 for suppliers of
equiptment?

Yes No See Explanation

9. Is it true this regulation requires a report within 60
days?

Yes No See Explanation

10. When did General Electric first report this under Part
21, and did they meet the 6C day requirement?

Yes No See Explanation

.

.
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BOSTON EDISON .

*

Pilgrim Nuclear, Power Station .

-
-

*

Rocky HiH Road
Plymouth, Massachusetts 02360

-

George W. 0 avis . December. 10, 1990 ( - '

sene, ve. Pres. dent - Nuclear . 8[CQ 90. {34
.

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Hashington, DC 20555

I License DPR-35
Docket-50-293,

Pilgrim Nuclear Power. Station-
SAFER /GESTR Loss-of-Coolant - Accident Analvs1s

,'

Reference: NRC Letter, C. O. Thomas (NRC)'to J. F. Quirk (GE), " Acceptance for
Referencing of. Licensing Topical Report NEDE-23785, Revision 1, ]
Volume III (p), 'The GESTR-LOCA and SAFER Models for.the Evaluation 1

!of the loss-of-Coolant Accident'", June 1.1984;

The enclosed document (one copy) provides the results of the loss-of-Coolant'

Accident (LOCA) analysis for Pilgrim Nuclear Power' Station performed using q

General Electric's SAFER /GESTR-LOCA Application Methodology approved by the NRC J
in the referenced letter. The Pilgrim specific analysis is submitted for NRC
review and approval to allow the use of the analysis results'for amending the
plant Technical Specifications for future reloads beginning with cycle 9.

The enclosed G.E. proprietary document is submitted along with an af fidavit
requesting that it be withheld from public disclosure in accordance with' .,

10CFR2.790(b)(1).

HNRC review and approval is requested by February, 1991-to support our cycle 9
1

reload analysis, g

fc
* G. W. Davis

~

HGL/ cab /4917

Orig, to: Mr. R. Eaton, Project Manager
Division of Reactor Projects - I/II'

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
;!
.

Mail Stop: 1401 |

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission .i
1 White Flint North

'11555 Rockville Pike f,

Rockville, MD 20852 g .
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